I. THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

A. T. Pickering Award— for excellence in Spanish
   Nathaniel Stageman Cobb—of Vermont
   Thomas Shaifer Jones—of Georgia

Alex Shipley Jr. Award— for distinction in Politics during the senior year
   Maura Caroline McGrary—of Texas
   Alexandra Grace Sinha—of Mississippi

Allen Farmer Award— for outstanding senior leadership in Earth and Environmental Systems
   Sara Nicole Thompson—of Texas

Andrew Nelson Lytle Award for Excellence in Southern Studies
   Isabelle Chambers Speed—of Mississippi

Award for Distinction in Art History
   Hailey Marie Schimmel—of Florida

Barron-Cravens Cup— for the outstanding male athlete
   John Thomas Gray—of Tennessee

Bishop Juhan Award— for excellence in swimming
   Austin Luke Guarisco—of Louisiana
   Bonnie McLin Wakefield—of Tennessee
Carey Fellows from the Babson Center for Global Commerce

Julie Kay Glenn—of Tennessee
Henry Colquitt Hanks—of Georgia
Dayla Lange LaRocque—of Texas
Mary Jane McCaghren—of Tennessee
Austin Cole Porter—of Tennessee
Samuel Robert Kern—of Indiana
Komal Kunwar—of Nepal
William Henry Merriman—of Tennessee
Megan Mercedes Sweeting—of Bahamas

Charles Hammond Memorial Cup—for the male athlete who best exemplifies excellence in scholarship and leadership
John Thomas Gray—of Tennessee

Charles Harrison and Andrew Lytle Award for Excellence in English
Lillian Carol Hammen—of Texas

Clarence Day Community Service Award
Kelsey McKenzie Arbuckle—of Tennessee

E. G. Richmond Prize in Social Sciences
Dayla Lange LaRocque—of Texas

Eugene Mark Kayden Prize in Economics
Andrew David Naspinski—of North Carolina

Evelyn H. Mooney Award—for the outstanding female athlete
Meghan Taylor Symonds—of North Carolina

Harry C. Yeatman Award in Biology
Rachel Alicia Francis—of Georgia
Thomas Shaifer Jones—of Georgia
Hailey Michelle Ung—of Tennessee
Kathryn Akbota Wayne—of Tennessee

Hugh Harris Caldwell Jr. Award—for excellence in Philosophy
Lillian Carol Hammen—of Texas
Sophia Soltys Henderson—of Virginia

Isaac Marion Dwight Medal for Philosophical Greek
Suzanna Ruth Yancey—of Florida

Jackson Cross Memorial Award—for outstanding performance in German
Elizabeth Richter Eaton Cornelius—of Illinois

James Young Perry Sr. C’18 Award—for the football player exhibiting exemplary character and sportsmanship
John Aaron Gaither—of Tennessee
John Flynn Outstanding Female Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
   Beatriz Adriana Benavides—of Texas

John Flynn Outstanding Male Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
   Elliott Ansley Allan—of Georgia

John McCrady Memorial Award—for excellence in Art
   Ivey Bristol Dahlstrom—of Washington

Judy Running Memorial Music Prize
   Destiny Savann Sewell—of Georgia

The Kayden Scholarship for Graduate Study
   Wint Myat Thu—of Myanmar

King Prize for Excellence in History
   Allison Morgan Bruce—of Tennessee

Leroy Environmental Service Award
   Christopher John Hornsby—of Tennessee

Linda Wheat Grant for Graduate Study in France
   Gretchen Paige Steele—of Alabama

Michaux Nash Award—for outstanding performance in men’s track
   Kalon D. Johnson—of Virginia

Nicholas Barnet Gilliam Jr. Award—for outstanding performance in Theatre
   Danielle Nicole Silfies—of Pennsylvania

The Outstanding Senior in French Award
   Abigail Baker Garmon—of Mississippi
   Gretchen Paige Steele—of Alabama

Ruggles-Wright Prize in French
   Niccoló Verrecchia—of Italy

Schauss Award—for leadership in Spanish
   Melanie Jailyn Gamboa—of Texas
   Julia Castillo Gomez—of Texas

Shepard Photography Award
   Ivey Bristol Dahlstrom—of Washington
Shotwell Cup—for excellence in cross country
Margaret Ingram Legro—of Virginia

Spencer-Slay Award—for outstanding performance in women’s track
Kelsie Leigh Schiavone—of Kentucky

Susan Miller Selden Award—for excellence in the Sciences and the Humanities and demonstrated community service
Kendall Marie Wills—of Tennessee

Tennessee Williams Award for Creative Writing
Barton Drew Perkins—of Alabama
William James Rankin—of Arkansas
Katherine Nicole Schumaker—of Tennessee

Tennessee Williams Post-Baccalaureate Fellowship
Meagan Elizabeth Kirby—of Virginia
William James Rankin—of Arkansas

Walter Guerry Green Medal for Latin
Ford Ambrose Peay—of Tennessee

Omicron Delta Kappa
Kelsey McKenzie Arbuckle
Beatriz Adriana Benavides
Laws McCullough Bouldin
James Henry Bratton
Allison Morgan Bruce
Suxin Chen
Nathaniel Stageman Cobb
Evelyn Lucille Conrad
Elizabeth Richter Eaton Cornelius
Thomas Kurt Delay
Haley Miller Dew
Hannah Isabelle Faulkner
Melanie Jailyn Gamboa
Erin Ann Gill
Hannah Rose Habit
Henry Colquitt Hanks
Josephine Jenkins Hardin
Christopher John Hornsby
Michael Thomas Jacobs
Natalie Nada Javadi
Anna Marie Jeffcoat
Thomas Shaifer Jones
Samuel Robert Kern
Komal Kunwar
Dayla Lange LaRocque
Maura Caroline McCrary
Loring Margaret McDonald
William Henry Merriman
Sophia Conroy Morrill
Eunice Nyambura Muchemi
Mary Margaret Murdock
William James Vlachos Murphy
Emmanuel Pastor Oluloto
Elizabeth Evans Parrish
Austin Cole Porter
Meredith Ellen Sackett
Margaret Fleming Smith
Isabelle Chambers Speed
Megan Mercedes Sweeting
Sara Nicole Thompson
Melanie Elise Vaughn
Abigail Katherine Warr
Karissa Lynelle Wheeler
Zachary Ben Zimmerman
Phi Beta Kappa
Sarah Grace Board               Dayla Lange LaRocque
Balázs Borosi                   Ryan Charles Dean Mahan
Alexis Haley Brian              Viktoria Andreyevna Malik
Allison Morgan Bruce            Bridget Ryan McConville
Nathaniel Stageman Cobb         Maura Caroline McCrady
Elizabeth Richter Eaton Cornelius William Henry Merriman
Thomas Kurt Delay, Jr.           Andrew David Naspinski
Abigail Baker Garmon            Daniel Callahan Oakley
Erin Ann Gill                   Austin Cole Porter
Julie Kay Glenn                  Rachel Lynne Rodgers
Hannah Rose Habit                Margaret Fleming Smith
Sean Rowan Halloran             Gretchen Paige Steele
Lillian Carol Hammen            William James Harlan Sutton
Christopher John Hornsby        Wint Myat Thu
Rachel Katherine Hudson          Hailey Michelle Ung
Natalie Nada Javadi             Madelyne Marie Williams
Thomas Shaifer Jones             Kendall Marie Wills
Lydia Florence Stockdale Klaus  Sarah Makensie Woody
Georgia Claire Konstam           Suzanna Ruth Yancey
Thomas Jackson Lance II

Sigma Alpha Alpha
Anna Carnochan Comer
Erin Ann Gill
John Thomas Gray
Sophia Conroy Morrill

II. NATIONAL AWARDS IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Thomas J. Watson Fellowship  
    David Alan Johnson—of Tennessee

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion 
    Eunice Nyambura Muchemi—of Maryland 
    Mary Margaret Murdock—of Alabama